
MEETING MINUTES CONSERVATION COMMITTEE November 5 , 2016   

Meeting was called to order by Dan Gauthier@ 1:09 p.m. 
  
ATTENDEES:  Scott Grush, Dan Failla,  Bob Schemanske 
 Dan Gauthier, Bill Ruelle, Mike Jolly,  
 Absent- excused: Greg Lewis, Dave Lucas, Ed Thomson. 

October, 2016 meeting minutes were accepted.- all approved. 

Changes to Agenda: Add Timber proposal talk 
  
Old Business:  Boat launch permit: Dan contacted the DEQ for an onsite visit.  
Camera survey: Dan read the preliminary camera survey report from Down to Earth 
environmental, LLC.   
Regular Item Reports: 

Lakes/Dams/Fish: Ed needs to contact Christina about the fish stocking program. Dave 
Hofeldt was contacted regarding the dam maintenance and repairs.  
A work order to rehang the cable out at the Pole Swamp was asked for from Christina.  
Budget: Nothing new to report 
Fields:  All planting is complete. NNTR 

Timber:  Scott will remove the oak wilt quarantine signs out near the west gate and move 
them to the area identified during the woods tour by our forester as being suspicious of Oak 
wilt. An outside consult with the county conservation district to confirm or deny the oak wilt 
will happen this summer(2017).  

Turkey Feeders:  Are filled and cameras are up. We need some new cameras.  
Future Planning:   Nothing new to report says Bob S. 

To Do List: Bob read the To Do list for November.  

Pheasant shoots: See Mike’s notes. ** 

Surveys: Dave reports surveys are complete. NNTR 

Hunters Round up: The menu is set keep selling raffle tickets. 

Articles:  Rules as they pertain to the CC was suggested for a September 2017 newsletter 
piece. 

Outside Resources: Grossman Forestry was on site to provide a tour of the proposed 2017-18 
timber harvest. Mike read an email report about the DU  banquet, it was well attended and 
the prospects for next year’s event are promising.  

Forest Health Issues:  The quarantine area out near the west gate has been released from 
quarantine.  

Blind Committee: Dan F. is working on the updated GPS data working with Wayne Romatz.  
Dan asked for help establishing a process/policy for 2017.  



Open Forum: Bob Bastion, terex trails: The trail mowing is up to Don. If Don believes the 
trails will damage tractor tires he has authority to stop work immediately. All agreed.  

New Business:   
-Timber Proposal: Scott will send changes on the 2017-18 proposal to Terry (Grossman 
Forestry) more discussion to follow at December’s meeting.  
-Trail Sports Committee was revisited. A BAR has been sent to the Board to install Denny 
Gauthier as chairman of this sub committee to Conservation.  
- H trail gates, a work order will be submitted by Christina to Maintenance to have the gates 
installed prior to firearm deer season.  

- Motion to adjourn: Dan G..., 2nd: Scott G.  
Meeting adjourned at 2:58 p.m. 

Submitted by Scott Grush, Secretary 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------- 

** Mike Jolly notes regarding pheasant shoots/shooting preserve hunts: 
Pheasant Hunts - Meeting 

We had a very productive meeting on Friday Nov. 4 from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. in the general 
manager's office.  Present were Ian, Christina, Von, and Mike.  Kyla was absent (day 
off) as was (Colorado hunt). 

The group reviewed how the hunts have gone thus far, the lessons we've learned, and 
the direction we will move from here: 

1.  Communication continues to be of great importance.  We have already established a 
Wednesday deadline for deciding whether or not a hunt will be "field" or "tower" after our 
first hunt.  Shortly before our most recent hunt we learned, belatedly, that Field #5 had 
been worked up and had been taken out of service for 2016.  This caused some last-
minute adjusting which could otherwise have been avoided.  Fields will be reserved, by 
number, at the time of the booking. 

2.  Because of the field unavailability, a group of our members experienced a very 
satisfying hunt at Rodney's Hunting Service.  This facility now becomes an overflow 
option when we have more hunters than fields.  Management arranged the hunt and 
provided and delivered box lunch for the hunters at noon. 

3.  We also learned, to no one's surprise, that we have competent and reliable back-up 
people to cover an absence.  Field marshal Fred Palin was ill and unavailable to cover 
the LLWC hunt Saturday morning.  Von handled the pre-hunt safety meeting and 
administrative duties and Leo managed the hunt at the fields as field marshal.  Von has 
stepped in before to troubleshoot for us (archery hunter in the preserve during a 
scheduled hunt). 

4.  We identified a situation which should not happen again.  Fields are designed for a 
maximum of 5-6 hunters per field.  The first group to place a reservation had 14 hunters 



which would have set aside 3 fields.  However, the organizing member insisted that his 
group be assigned all four fields and when another group reserved their hunt 
(management believing at the time that Field #5 was available), he refused to step aside 
from one of his four "reserved" fields for a fellow member when the Field 5 error came 
to light.  In the future, any member reserving more than the adequate number of fields 
(5-6 hunters/field) will pay an additional amount to cover the additional fields reserved 
so that the club will not lose money (from the hunt and guest revenue).  This amount will 
be determined by management.  Management also made a wise decision when refusing 
the "Rodney's" group request to hunt "clean-up" on the LLWC preserve on Sunday. 

5.  The Cost Worksheet (created from the information that Kyla provided and previously 
reviewed by management) was gone through line-by-line and discussed.  A clean, up-
to-date worksheet will be available at the December CC meeting. 

6.  Wording of the handouts given to the hunters at the morning safety meeting as well 
as the wording in the LLWC Rules and Regulations was reviewed.  Handouts will be 
edited so as to be consistent with our Rules and Regs. 

There's more to come but thanks to our people working together, we are making good 
progress. 

Facility review 

Mike Jolly went out to the preserve at the end of the day Friday to look at the fields and 
especially the tower.  The grounds looked excellent (mowed, cleaned) and ready for 
more hunts.  Safety note: the stairway to the shooting tower has sustained more 
porcupine damage and appears to be weakened (step 7) to the point of becoming 
a hazard.  We need to follow through on our submitted work order for the steps to be 
reinforced before we have a tower shoot.  Von believes that a new stairway will be 
installed in 2017. 

End of Pheasant Hunt Report. 

Note: I also have a brief report from Ryan Stolmachowski re: the DU dinner if anyone is 
interested and he is not present. 

Enough for now.  I'm going shooting.  See you at 11:00 a.m. for the woods tour. 

Mike 


